Appendix E – council officer visit notes
Date
08/12/2012

Time Officer
01:50 Roy Fielding

21/03/2014
21/03/2014

22:02 Farhad Chowdhury
23:20 Farhad Chowdhury

28/03/2014

23:30 Mark Orton

30/03/2014

04:15 Mark Orton

05/04/2014

02:55 Richard Kalu

Notes
Met DPS Emmanuel. Found to be compliant although Drug signage was missing on arrival. Emmanuel explained that it had
been repainted and he had failed to put the signage back up. I could tell this was true and he put all the signage back up with
tape whilst I was on site.
Checked car park, no BBQ. No activity will visit later with Police regarding fighting last weekend.
Visit with Police No SIA on the doors, met Daniel Dornor manager. The Licensee Mr Emmanuel Kpakpah was not in at the time
of the visit. Mr Donor said that he heard there was a fight outside. He didn’t know his security staff would know about it. They
would be here at00:00hrs. They are open till 4:00am; we inspected the basement with the Police. There were no customers in
the basement. DJ was however playing music very loud. There were no fire extinguishers in the basement they are stored in a
cupboard upstairs by the staircase. There were no personal licence holders; the condition says that personal licence holders
have to be on the premises all the time. They showed us a letter signed by the DPS nominating staff to sell alcohol; they said
that Stu Wythe Police officer told them this insufficient. PC Letts told them this is incorrect. PC Letts said that they have an
event tomorrow night and they did not submit a 696 or risk assessments. This was advertised on (www.filmyaaad.com). On the
licence it says they need to employ SIA from 22:00hrs to closing time of 4:30am. Police served a section 19 closure notice for
breaches of their licence conditions. This is a warning and gives the premises 7 days to rectify the breaches. The manager
called their lawyer Mrs Ama Norr who spoke to PC Tom Letts. One SIA staff turned up at 23:50hrs to work on the doors. I spoke
to door staff his name was Mr K Aghedo number XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX expiry of card XXXXXXXXXXX. The SIA staff is self
employed does not work for any company. The SIA staff said that the second SIA comes around 1:00hrs. Mr Donor explained
they are closed Sundays would they need a SIA on Sundays as well. PC Letts advised him to vary his licence or separate the
club and the restaurant so they would not need SIA for the restaurant. They have 16 CCTV seen working; Police served section
19 notice and said they would be writing with all the breaches to the licensee. We left at 00:20hrs.
Visited premises with Police. SIA present. Went through licence conditions with the manager, all ok except no search wand. He
stated he’d ordered one. Police have some they could distribute to licensed premises.
BBQ in situ in carpark of premises. I spoke with the operator to tell him he shouldn't be there and colleagues will be there to
confiscate the equipment the weekend of the 4/5 April. There was some disturbance as the manager didn't want the BBQ
there but the person hiring the venue had requested the operator to put his BBQ there. Voices became raised and I stepped in
to calm things down. I spoke with all parties to come to an agreement as things were getting heated. I requested that the
venue hirer asks his guests to go inside the premises to reduce the chance of nuisance. Further visits to be carried out.
Barbecue drum seized from outside the front of the premises by Adam Burchett. Visit carried out with NTE police. I note that
when we arrived at the premises a group of about 11 males and 4 females approached the door of the premises. The door was
closed and myself and NTE requested that the management of the premises and the SIA security of the premises present

12/04/2014

03:15 Kristie Ashenden

13/04/2014
25/04/2014

03:02 Kristie Ashenden
02:38 Jayne Tear

02/05/2014

22:00 Mark Orton

03/05/2014
03/05/2014
17/05/2014

02:10 Mark Orton
02:30 Mark Orton
02:11 Kristie Ashenden

themselves. SIA and management of the premises were with myself and NTE Police. Members of the public were located at the
front of the premises and were attempting to gain entry. An SIA member of staff went to the entrance of the premises and the
members of the public located at the front of the premises were advised that they would not gain entry into the premises.
Request from the NTE police were done without issue and all SIA members of staff were happy to show there SIA badges. The
management of the premises advised the NTE Police that there were two doors in order to gain entry into the premises. We
were shown the initial entrance door and a further lobby door which was closed. All doors and windows of the premises were
closed however there was some noise breakout at the premises. We were advised that this was due to the opening and closing
of the lobby door when patrons were coming in and out of the premises to go and smoke. I have requested Adam provide an
update on the barbecue drum which was seized.
Pulled up outside Afrikiko in police van. Could hear LAM drum beat of music while in van with doors closed and radio on. ATOV
a red cordon barrier is out and 3 men are standing in q. FRC took photos (see NTE team logs & photos on G: drive) to show the
setup. The barrier system was open at the Old Kent Rd end, which gives the impression that it is there for people to walk up
and join the queue. 2 SIA men outside with search wands. Approximately 12 people waiting around outside. Appears to be a
breach of condition 309 (SLD condition) as there is very loud African music blaring out of the premises. Need to check with EPT
to set it. Spoke to a man who identified himself as Emmanuel; he said he's spoken to MAD about people outside. I raised
concerns about people being admitted to premises beyond 2am (condition 308) and he claimed that he was advised to have
smokers outside supervised by staff. I saw 2 white people enter who I had not seen outside; this appeared to be new
admittance. I advised that I will speak to MAD. There was a man with a BBQ in the carpark - police dealt with him whilst I spoke
to Emmanuel. Registration XXXX XXX. Open window on Ilderton Rd near red queueing system says "Pay at window £10 from
1am". I asked Emmanuel about the sign - he said it was £5 before 1am, and £10 between 1am and 2am. Sound escape from
open window - I asked why this was open if they were no longer admitting customers. FRC took photos as evidence.
Drive past in police van - no one outside premises.
Noted when we drove past to turn around into Ormside street, that there were appx 10-15 people waiting outside in a queue
by the entrance (this included 3 women who looked very young).
Smoking area moved from rear of premises to side of premises to minimise noise disturbance. Downstairs area being painted,
some improvements taking place. MD informed that music levels had been lowered and that he was monitoring the DJ's. He
wishes to discuss noise limiters with MP. I advised MD to remedy a bare wire in stairwell.
Witnessed patrons entering after 02:00hrs.
Admitting patrons at time of visit, some patrons being verbally abusive, S19 served by Police.
Saw approx. 6 men appear at premises and gain entry. Spoke to Daniel Doner who said he'd had a meeting with police and
they have agreed 3am last admission. Sign at entrance stating last entry 3am. He produced a letter from Graham White which
said they could vary their licence for a later admittance but I advised that they need to put an application in first - it is still 2am

18/05/2014

01:58 Farhad Chowdhury

18/05/2014

02:04 Farhad Chowdhury

18/05/2014
18/05/2014

02:36 Farhad Chowdhury
02:50 Farhad Chowdhury

24/05/2014

02:20 Wesley McArthur

last admission until variation is granted. There is serious sound escape from the premises- they have a PA shouting over the
music. Observed several people gaining entry whilst we were there. At 02:22hrs observed several cars parking up on opposite
pavement, using it as a parking area. Door continually opening and huge sound escape. Gave details of colleagues (WJM, MAD,
DPF) and advised them to do a draft variation app and go to office on Monday.
Had long queues outside barriers up, balloons up and SIA on doors, had 7 people in queue. Ken Dale called Police at 2:00hrs no
answer.
People are going inside the premises. 16 People outside now and more taxis and people arriving. Security guard not SIA does
not have armband. But he was using a wand to check people in. Hole on wall window people using to pay for entry after 2am.
They have breached their condition; licence does not allow entry after 2am. Observed the queue all the people went inside.
Cabs arriving to the premises.
Approx. 22 people in queue and paying through window hole in wall. Loud people noisy outside. No intention of closing, still
letting people in, taxis and cars tuning up to venue security guard is not SIA, but was using a wand.
Visit to premises re' SLD and entry / re-entry of persons into the premises after 02:00. Roy Fielding (RF) and I parked on
Ilderton road and observed the entrance to the r/o the premises. There were 4 door supervisors by the entrance to the
premises comprised of 1 IC3 female and 3 IC3 males. Waist height barriers were in place to guide customers into the club and
to delineate the search area. We saw 4 IC3 males queue to enter the premises; they were searched and entered the premises.
Approx.’ 10minutes late we saw 7 people approach the premises (4 females – 3 IC3 and 1 IC1 and 3 Males – 2 IC1 and 1 IC3).
They spoke amongst themselves in the queue for sometime and then one of the females approached a hole in the exterior wall
of the premises adjacent to Ilderton Road, and appeared to be speaking to someone. The female then appeared to pass an
object to somebody behind the hole in the wall. (It later transpired that the hole in the wall leads to a box office).The group
then approached the door supervisors, were searched and entered the premises. Approx.’ 10 minutes later 2 IC3 females
approached the entrance to the premises, were searched and then entered the premises. Approx. 3minutes later an IC3 male
left the premises and stood near to the junction of Ilderton Road and Old Kent Road. The IC3 male smoked a cigarette, after he
finished he re-entered the premises. It was noted that there were 2 IC3 males in the car park to the r/o the premises. They
were stood behind the security barriers and appeared to be associated with or known to the door supervisors as they were
talking to the door supervisors for the duration of our observation. The door supervisors were using a hand held metal
detector in regards to searches of male customers. We approached the entrance to the premises. I identified myself to a DS
and asked to speak to the licensee. Approx.’ 5 minutes later an IC3 male approached me and identified himself as Emmanuel
Kpakpah (EK), the licensee of the premises. We entered the ground floor of the premises to talk. I reminded EK of condition
308 of the premises licence issued in respect of the premises prohibiting entry or re-entry to the premises after 02:00. EK
stated that he had submitted an application to vary the premises licence and that the application included an amendment to
condition 308 to allow an entry / re-entry time of 03:00. EK further stated that, as he requested in the application form that the
variation take effect immediately, he thought that he was able to operate as per the amendments proposed in the application,

25/05/2014
25/05/2014

00:15 Farhad Chowdhury
01:37 Farhad Chowdhury

01/06/2014
13/06/2014
14/06/2014
14/06/2014
22/06/2014
28/06/2014

03:10
22:46
01:52
12:06
03:05
00:25

29/06/2014
12/07/2014

02:57 Farhad Chowdhury
01:48 Mark Orton

03/08/2014
16/08/2014

02:39 Farhad Chowdhury
02:50 Mark Orton

Mark Orton
Farhad Chowdhury
Farhad Chowdhury
Farhad Chowdhury
Farhad Chowdhury
Wesley McArthur

including the amendment to condition 308. I explained that this was not the case and that he must adhere to the conditions of
the current licence until such time that the variation application is granted, if it is granted. I enquired as to whether an SLD had
been installed and was in use at the premises. EK wasn’t sure and stated that he thought an SLD had been installed, but that he
would have to check with his sound engineer. EK took me thorough the basement area to the DJ booth. Loud ‘Bashment’ style
music was playing in the basement. There were approx. 50 people inside the basement. EK showed me an amp’ rack which was
connected to a DSP (digital signal processor) manufactured by Ohm Europe, model name ‘Cleo’. EK stated that he thought the
DSP included a sound limiter. I told EK that I wasn’t sure if it included sound limitation in its functions, but that if it does he has
to have it calibrated in conjunction with the EPT. (N.B. I checked the spec’ of the Cleo, and it doesn’t appear to include a limiter
or compressor function, however EK’s sound engineer will have to confirm this). I asked EK if he had displayed a public notice in
regards to the variation application he had submitted, he said that he did not, and was not aware of the requirement to display
a public notice or advertise one. I explained the requirements in regards to public notices and variation applications and also
showed EK a suitable place to display a public notice when he completes one. EK stated that he would contact me in regards to
obtaining public notice pro-forma’s. I left EK my business card. Before we left I reiterated the requirement to adhere to the
conditions of the premises licence. As we were leaving a queue had built up outside the entrance. It appeared that the door
supervisors had stopped letting people in as some people in the queue were agitated and enquiring as to why they hadn’t been
let in. The police NTET team had arrived and were speaking to some of the door supervisors. We left the police to continue
with their visit.
Premises ready to open, security setting up barriers. No customers yet.
People arriving, one went inside. 4 men on the doors working, one customer outside smoking, cars pulled in, barriers up
customers being let inside past their hours.
Some music audible, low level bass. Approx. 7 persons in car park talking. No BBQ evident.
No BBQ's set up yet
Long queues outside, people paying through window slot, no BBQ outside.
N.B. – no visit notes on database
No activity no customers or door staff tonight.
Visit to premises requested by MAD re' BBQ's. No BBQ on site ATOV. The car park to the r/o the premises was ringed with
crowd control barriers.
No BBQ tonight, no SIA on doors very quiet.
Car park barriered off, no sign of patrons in that area. Orderly queue along Ilderton Road, some music noise audible but not
loud.
No BBQ tonight, no queues.
Approx. 4 people queuing ATOV, no issues re noise or ASB.

24/08/2014
30/08/2014

02:10 Farhad Chowdhury
03:06 Kristie Ashenden

13/09/2014

00:20 Richard Kalu

13/09/2014

01:43 Richard Kalu

20/09/2014
27/09/2014
04/10/2014

02:13 Dave Swaby
00:52 Kristie Ashenden
03:15 Richard Kalu

22/11/2014
23/11/2014
30/11/2014

02:10 Mark Orton
02:15 Mark Orton
04:07 Richard Kalu

20/12/2014
21/12/2014
27/12/2014

02:28 Farhad Chowdhury
03:28 Richard Kalu
01:35 Richard Kalu

28/12/2014

01:30 Richard Kalu

03/01/2015

01:50 Richard Kalu

Looks closed no activity.
Drove into Ilderton Rd to find police van parked out the front. Barriers out, no customers outside as they are aware of police
observations. Stu talking to female SIA.
Very quiet at premises. Barriers are out. X2 SIA staff standing at the entrance of premises. All lights internally within the
premises on. No noise breakout. X3 cars parked in the car park. No issues noted.
ATOV 9 people within the premises when we went past. Parked up and observed 4 Patrons just by the entrance door smoking.
Intermittent noise breakout when the entrance doors of the premises were opened and closed to let people in and out to
smoke. X2 SIA members of staff X1female and X1 male at the entrance of the premises. Lights inside the premises were all on.
Not very much activity taking place. No issues in relation to cars pulling up or small groups of members of the public
attempting to gain entry to the premises. Noted that the carpark area was cordoned off and it appeared that SIA staff were
only allowing staff members to park in the premises car park. Appeared to be a quite night for the premises with about 25
people within the premises.
Drive-by, noted that people were queuing in an orderly manner.
Drove past, no BBQ
No barbecue seller at time of visit. Observed one patron leave the premises. When the door opened there was some noise
breakout. When the patron attempted to re-enter he was stopped and searched before being allowed to re-enter the
premises.
Drove past premises, no music audible, no queue, no BBQ o/s.
Premises quiet, no queue, no music audible, no BBQ o/s.
Visited the premises with Adam Burchett and noted that no activity was taking place at the premises at the time of my visit. No
barbecue sellers were around the venue and no issues noted in relation to compliance of the premises. X3 SIA staff were
outside the front of the venue pulling away barriers and X2 cars were located in the carpark area of the premises. No barbecue
sellers in the immediate vicinity of the premises.
Two SIA staff on the door.
N.B. – no visit notes on database
NTE visit with Adam Burchett. Premises were very quite. X5 SIA staff at the front of the premises. X3 patrons with the premises
drinking. Heard conversation with management and the SIA staff advising them that if it remained quite that they would close
up at 02:00. No compliance related issues noted no music was being played within the premises. Very quite night.
Visited the premises with Adam Burchett. No patron activity at front of premises. Looked into premises X10 males seated
having a meal at a table within premises. Not a club night at premises appeared to be a staff sit down meal. No ASB issues
noted in and around the general area of the premises.
Visit to premises with Adam Burchett. X10 patrons within the premises. X4 SIA staff at the front of the premises. No patrons

17/01/2015
18/01/2015
01/03/2015

01:40 Richard Kalu
02:45 Richard Kalu
03:30 Richard Kalu

04/03/2015

01:15 Richard Kalu

12/04/2015

03:30 Farhad Chowdhury

03/05/2015

03:00 Richard Kalu

13/06/2015
20/06/2015

00:35 Mark Orton
02:50 Richard Kalu

19/07/2015

03:32 Kristie Ashenden

26/07/2015

02:34 Richard Kalu

attempting to gain entry into premises. Very quiet. No barbecue seller located outside the premises.
No patrons within the venue ATOV. No compliance related issues noted.
No patrons within the venue. No barbecue sellers located within the car park area of the premises.
Visited premises with Justin Miller. X5 cars parked in the car park at the rear of the premises. Lights on within the premises. No
SIA at the entrance of the premises. Appeared that that no event was taking place within the premises. When doors opened
had sight of tables and chairs within and people eating a meal. No patrons waiting around to gain entry and no ASB issues
noted ATOV.
Visited the premises with Sarah Newman premises was operational with X4 patrons within the premises. Lights were all on
within the venue. No noise breakout. X3 SIA staff at the front of the premises no patrons waiting to gain entry at the front of
the premises. No compliance related issues noted.
03:30hrs we seen loads of cars parked in middle of the road, and in the chevrons about 15-20 cars taken photos, people
arriving to a party with balloons.
Afrikiko, 871 Old Kent Road – Compliance check of the premises. Noted X3 SIA staff at the entrance of the premises. Walked
past the premises and spoke to SIA staff and asked them if they were busy. Was advised that it was a very quite night and they
had not been busy all night. SIA staff said that they think that they would close soon as it was very quite and they had not
drawn in big numbers into the venue. Whilst talking to SIA staff the manager came out and told the SIA staff that they were
going to close. No noise breakout from the premises or congregation of patrons outside the premises.
SIA visible at entrance, no patrons queueing. No music noise
Visit to Afrikiko with Adam Burchett. Noted that there were X7 patrons within the premises and X5 SIA staff. Very quite no
sound escape at the premises. Advised that they would be closing by management as it was a very slow night quite night.
With Adam Burchett. Asked to monitor by MP1 re: TEN and WJM re: complaint. Afrikiko has a TEN tonight until 06:30hrs. Bad
parking noticed all over Ilderton Rd. Music from venue not audible above traffic. People still turning up to venue as its open
late on TEN. People parked in the middle of Ilderton Rd right in front of the traffic light. 4 cars parked in RHT filter lane. At
03:44 TCT NTE to request they monitor premises for nuisance until they finish their shift and update me by email for Monday.
Visited premises with Farhad Chowdhury and discussed operation of premises in regards to complaints about ASB and parking
in the immediate vicinity of premises. Music was at background level and there was no dancing within premises. X10 patrons
within the premises eating food within the premises seated at tables. Manager advised that they were going to stop using the
premises as a club and wanted to move more to operating as a traditional restaurant. We were advised that from time to time
they may put on events using TENS but generally they were moving back to being a restaurant as operating as a club was
causing too many issues for management of the premises. Have been advised that SIA staff have been instructed to be stricter
in respect of parking outside the premises. Have been advised that issues arise when the patrons park up and then come over
to the premises. Advised that operationally it is very hard for them to stop this issue as they have no control over where people

09/08/2015

02:37 Mark Orton

16/08/2015
30/08/2015
06/09/2015
18/09/2015

03:15
00:01
02:51
23:40

19/09/2015

03:15 Richard Kalu

29/11/2015

02:25 Mark Orton

05/12/2015

02:27 Richard Kalu

03/01/2016
05/03/2016

00:06 Farhad Chowdhury
00:27 Richard Kalu

13/03/2016
10/04/2016
16/04/2016

00:45 Farhad Chowdhury
02:38 Farhad Chowdhury
22:20 Richard Kalu

Richard Kalu
Farhad Chowdhury
Farhad Chowdhury
Richard Kalu

park. I have been advised that where this is witnessed SIA staff will ask patrons to either move their cars or in the most serious
of cases refuse entry into the premises. Action - NTE to monitor premises next weekend.
Premises busy, there appeared to be patrons in the car park next to the venue and also a BBQ stall set up. There were cars
parked all over the road also, further monitoring required. Will inform parking enforcement of the situation if there is a
repeat.
No barbecue seller located at this location. Premises were very quite. No audible loud music no issues of concern noted.
Queue of patrons outside venue, bass beat audible on street but not a public nuisance.
15 people outside the premises
Visit to Afrikiko with Farhad Chowdhury advised management of issue in relation to closure notice of River of Life. Advised
management to be vigilant and to possibly expect an increase in patrons. Requested that any issues were immediately phoned
through to the Police.
Visit to premises with Farhad Chowdhury. Spoke to management who advised us that they had not encountered any issues as a
result of closure notice served on River of Life. Advised that there had been some large parties of people attempting to gain
entry however they were refused. Patrons had confirmed that they had intended to visit the River of Life however the event
had been cancelled. Some patrons confirmed that they believed that there was another event planned the following week at
either the Penarth or the River of life which tied into some of the information received from SIA staff at Mystique.
Area quiet, no music audible from the premises, SIA visible controlling access, very few people outside the premises, no BBQ,
no parking issues.
Visit to premises with Sarah Newman. Premises busy with X2 SIA security on door. No noise breakout from premises and no
ASB issues identified.
All quiet. Had one SIA door staff male on doors.
Compliance check on Club Scan. X2 SIA staff were at the entrance X1Female & X1 male who were both compliant. No Patrons
waiting to gain entry into the premises. I identified myself and asked to speak to the manager of the premises a Mr Emmanuel
Koku Dodzi Kpakpah. Advised that they would not be running the basement club part of the premises and that club scan was
not operational. I asked to see the basement and noted that there was no activity and that the basement club area was non
operational. X16 patrons located in the premises at seated at covers. Advised that they have just placed a new fire alarm
system in the premises and that there are some very minor additional works that need to be carried out at the premises and
once done they will be submitting a minor variation to tidy up the licence as per discussion with Jayne Tear and my discussion
with David Franklin.
No music audible outside, all quiet.
Nobody outside all quiet.
Visit to premises with Farhad Chowdhury and NTE Police. Police requested that we attend the premises to carry out a joint visit

17/04/2016

02:34 Richard Kalu

16/07/2016
17/07/2016
13/08/2016

00:05 Farhad Chowdhury
02:30 Farhad Chowdhury
00:55 Richard Kalu

19/08/2016

21:34 Richard Kalu

27/08/2016

03:00 Richard Kalu

as there has been a threat to life. Lengthy discussion with management and SIA staff within the premises. Promoted event and
we were given assurances that the premises would have been highly alert and if any issues were encountered that the police
would be called. Discussed minor variation with management and he will be calling me on Tuesday to arrange a convenient
time to discuss the issue with his licence and conditions with a view to submit a minor variation to change the wording of
conditions on his licence. Action – Arrange meeting to suggest wording change as part of minor variation application.
Visit to premises with Farhad Chowdhury as a result of advice from NTE Police that the premises had been closed down due to
threat to life.X4 males at the front of the premises removing sound equipment. Observed the premises and then I spoke to a
male and asked if the event was still proceeding was advised that someone had made a call to the police to stop the event out
of spite. Asked if the event had definitely stopped and was told that it could not continue and that the event had now been
called off. Monitored the premises and we were sufficiently confident that no event would betaking place at the premises.
Premises open SIA staff on the doors setting up.
All quiet nobody outside just door staff
Visit to premises with Sarah Newman. I could not see that there has been any layout change within the premises. When we
arrived at the premises the basement was not in operation. Met NTE police at the premises who were having a discussion with
the operator of the premises about there security. At the time we arrived there was no female SIA member of staff at the
premises that is a requirement under their premises licence. Advised by management of the premises that the female SIA
member of staff had arrived but had to leave due to a family emergency. This was checked against CCTV and found to be true.
However this had not been the first time this situation had occurred and Police NTE advised me that they would serve a Section
19.
Visit to premises with Ken Andrews as a follow up to last weekend visit to premises and the police servicing a section 19. X2
male SIA &X1 female SIA staff positioned at the entrance of the premises. No patrons within the premises. Advised by SIA staff
that they were not expecting the premises to be busy as people were saving money for the bank holiday weekend.
Visit to premises to check if X1 female SIA member of staff is working in compliance with premises licence conditions. Visit
undertaken with Matt Bourne and Stuart from NTE police. When we arrived at the premises it was very quite and there were
X6 patrons within the restaurant eating. I note that within the basement (nightclub) there were X4 patrons seated and
amplified music was being played by a DJ but there did not appear to be any paid patrons with the basement. There was a clear
smell of cannabis at the main entrance of the premises. This was apparently coming from people stood outside the premises
and was not attributed to anyone within the venue. We undertook some checks of club scan and noted that pictures had been
scanned in however no ID’s had been scanned into the club scan. Stuart enquired why week after week the same conversation
had taken place at the premises and why club scan was not in operation. We were advised that club scan was in operation and
the reason why no ID’s had been scanned in was because they were the DJ and relatives and the girlfriend of the DJ. Stuart and
myself advised that this was unacceptable and that all patrons that entered the premises regardless of their relationship with
staff at the premises needed to be scanned in on the club scan. Whilst we were stood outside the premises an object was

11/09/2016
24/09/2016

03:00 Farhad Chowdhury
01:25 Richard Kalu

24/09/2016

03:45 Richard Kalu

01/10/2016

01:33 Richard Kalu

thrown out of a window from the high rise council block located beside the venue and overlooking the main entrance of the
premises. We could not identify here the missile had been thrown from however Stuart confirmed that he would make some
further enquires. We were advised by staff of the premises that this was a frequent event when the premises was operational
and that various objects had been thrown down on to patrons who were visiting the premises. Stuart confirmed to the
operator that he would be serving a section 19closure notice and that the issues needed to be rectified as a matter of priori ty.
Details of the section 19 detailed below. Metropolitan Police Section 19 served at 03:00hrs• ID scan not being used properly /
Photos only• IDs not scanned and no way to determine who patrons were within the basement of the premises. Staff advised
that it was the DJ’s girlfriend and friends and family
All quiet seen SIA door staff and one female.
Visit to premises with Adam Burchett and NTE Police. Arrived at the premises and note that there was X1 female SIA member
of staff and there was X1 male SIA member of staff. Requested to see evidence of metal detector want and was shown this by
the male SIA member of staff. Checked operation of the metal wand and found that it was compliant. Walked in on
conversation which Stuart from NTE police was having with the manager of the premises and advised him that we wanted to
see evidence that club scan was working and in operation. Myself Stuart and Adam entered the basement of the premises and
note that it was very quiet and that there were approximately X15 patrons within the basement club. We walked to the main
entrance of the premises and spoke with the manager and requested to see club scan in operation and who had been scanned
in. We were advised that there had been some internal works at the front entrance of the premises that had shorted out the
electrics of the premises and club scan intermittently. We could see evidence of works having taken place at the entrance of
the premises and words of advice was given by both myself and NTE Police. NTE police confirmed that they would be making
some further enquires with club scan in relation to the use of the club scan software at the premises. We were advised that the
issue with club scan had been rectified and it was now the intention to request patrons to leave the premises and re-enter
going through club scan. Whilst talking for 20 – 30 seconds an announcement was made on the PA system and almost all
patrons left and re-entered the premises via the club scan system. We discussed compliance related issues with management
and advised them that we would be retuning later in the night to ensure compliance.
NTE Police advised over the police radio that there was a major incident taking place at Afrikiko. Myself and Adam were on the
NTE police van attended Afrikiko and I noted when we arrived there were approximately 370 patrons stood outside the venue.
NTE police advised us to stay on board the NTE van due to concerns in relation to Health &Safety. We were immediately upon
attendance at the scene surprised by the sheer numbers of people who were outside the venue and who had it appeared been
inside the venue. With regard to Health and Safety and risk management it did not seem possible that so many patrons could
have been accommodated within the venue. Police NTE requested CCTV from management of the premises and I have
requested an update in relation to this matter once CCTV has been reviewed so I can follow up on this. NTE advised that no
crime and disorder issues where apparent however for public order reason a decision was taken to move on.
Visit to premises to check if X1 female SIA member of staff is working in compliance with premises licence conditions. If not
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inform Police NTE. Arrived at the premises and noted at the entrance of the premisesX1 male SIA member of staff and X1
female member of staff. We were not accompanied by NTE police and did not feel due to the activity at the premises we
should enter and check club scan
Seen SIA door staff and some people arriving.
Open very quiet nobody outside.
Visit with Police. Premises closed. Blue notice in place.
CLOSED
Open tonight seen people inside.
Visit with Police to check plans. Manager Daniel was not present - spoke to him over the phone. Plans for the Ground Floor are
OK, though the CCTV room / storage room have swapped, but no walls removed. Basement plans are incorrect. Bar and DJ
booth have moved. Toilets also moved, there is a new seating area in the centre. Minor variation will be required.
Visit to premises with Farhad Chowdhury to complete a licensing inspection. Premises closed and non – operational ATOV.
TEN granted - observations. No issues, could not see that there was much activity.
Observations. Again, very quiet. Can only observe people eating and drinking on ground floor.
NTE Visit with Food Team - no licensing inspection carried out (have received a lot of attention recently), only kitchen matters.
Quiet no activity outside.
Visit to premises with Richard Kalu. I and Richard identified ourselves to the manager Daniel Dorner who has lost a copy of the
premises licence. Mr Dorner handed over a letter requesting a duplicate licence along with a cheque of £10.50.
Open all quiet nobody outside.
Premises appears to be open again lot of people arriving cars parked. Maria will visit with police tomorrow night.
Revisit owner not in, no works have been done left card to call me back to arrange visit.
Compliance Visit with John Okeke Uzodinma. Premises closed and non-operational ATOV.
Open all quiet.
Very busy open.
As I drove past the premises there was a major issue with social distancing. There was also an issue with cars parked up and
more arriving, as I was on my own I did not enter the premises but a follow up visit with police will need to be made.
Open very busy queues outside approx’ 30 people in the queue, no police back up so did not visit
Open seen two people going in.
Couple of people outside.
Drove past the premises and noted that it was hosting a birthday party, the car park was full and more cars were arriving and
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parking across the road, called it through to Jayne.
Visit to premises to carry out licensing observation of premises in light of government COVID -19 lockdown restrictions being
eased. Joint inspection completed with Farhad Chowdhury (Principal Health &Safety Officer) / Ray Moore (Principal Trading
Standards Officer) and NTE Police & Noise Officer. Inspection carried out in the presence of the Premises Licence Holder/
personal licence holder Daniel Dornor (Southwark Council Personal Licence No. 860602). No event taking place in the basement
of the premises at the time of the visit. When we entered the basement there was a strong smell of sewage and we were
advised that the basement had been flooded. Farhad has advised that an improvement notice will be served on Sunday. X7
patrons within the restaurant at the time of the visit. CCTV could not be operated ATOV to show CCTV footage from selected
dates alleged offences are alleged to have taken place. Police have advised that they will drop a USB to management of the
premises over the weekend for footage to be downloaded. Licence breaches detailed below; 288 That a CCTV system be
installed at the premises and be maintained in good working order and be continually recording at all times the premises are in
use under the licence. The CCTV system must be capable of capturing an image of every person who enters the premises. 289
That all CCTV footage shall be kept for a period of thirty one (31) days and shall, upon request, be made immediately available
to officers of the Police and the Council. Trading standards also confiscated lighting equipment from with the premises so as to
cause disruption in case they tried to hold a club type event at the premises.
Joint visit supporting Ray Moore Trading Standards, PC Mark Lynch, Andrew Bolton Noise officer and Richard Kalu. Met
manager Daniel Dornor also director of the business cannot show us CCTV. Said new system he cannot show previous
recordings, Police believe he has been running the premises as a nightclub contravention of coronavirus regulations. Also said
to come back later as he did not have time, I inspected the basement found it was flooded with water in one room Mr Dornor
said they had a drain leaking its been repaired but water remained flooding the floor front of DJ area. I advised Mr Dornor to
get it repaired and floor dried there was a smell from the stagnant water. I seen the risk assessments for COVID 19 and
checked his paperwork, he has been served with two closure notices and a Prohibition notice under the Coronavirus
regulations. Found some evidence of E -Shisha on the premises. I checked the Fire extinguishers all were out of test date
advised to get it serviced. PC Mark Lynch issues another section 19 Notice. I advised Mr Dornor that I will serve him with a
Improvement Notice for the flooding in the basement and will hand deliver it on Sunday evening to him. Ray Moore issued
another notice under the Health Protection Coronavirus restrictions (England) Regulations 2020 on Mr Dornor we left
at21:32hrs.
Visit to premises with Farhad Chowdhury (Principal Health & Safety Officer) X4 patrons within the premises eating. No
amplified music. Farhad Chowdhury served improvement notice. Discussed with staff COVID–19 restrictions and gave
practicable advice on staying safe when interacting with patrons.
Hand delivered Improvement notice for flood in basement.
Open all quiet.
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Visit to premises to carry out licensing observation of premises in light of government COVID -19 lockdown restrictions being
eased. No issues noted ATOV.
Two people outside smoking quiet.
Open all quiet.
Open no queues all quiet.
Open nobody outside all quiet.
Premises appears to be closed ATOV.
Open all quiet.
Closed.
Closed no activity.
Two police cars outside loads of people standing outside premises still open after 22:00hrs breach of COVID regulations. Police
dispersing people, approx. 15 to 20 people leaving now.
Premises lights on front door locked.

